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27th March 2020
Dear Parent/ Carer,
I just thought I would drop you all a line to touch base. I do hope that this letter finds you all well.
Firstly, the PPS team and I have been so grateful for the many kind messages of support by e mail
and in person during the past few weeks. It has been a difficult, unprecedented and challenging
time for our whole community but we have responded quickly to rapidly changing advice. The
overarching objective was and remains to keep everyone safe and well and to do so in a calm way –
keeping the wellbeing and health of the children at the fore of everything!
Secondly, a week on since the school closed for formal education and everything seems very
different. The Government has announced measures for people to stay at home, we are operating
a childcare hub at school for essential key workers and you are all involved in home learning!
Applications for key worker childcare places are available here.
Teachers have planned lots of learning activities and
worked diligently to ensure our systems are up and
running so that we can ensure continuity during the period
of closure. By now you are all aware of our Home Learning
tab on the school website and how to log on to the various
platforms to carry out your learning.

It has been so lovely to see children
getting involved and I know the team has
been communicating with the children
through Google Classroom and See Saw.
We really have been wowed by your
children’s learning. They seem to be
having fun!! If you have been unable to
access the sites, please let us know!

I sent out a ‘rough’ timetable of how you could structure your day, this is only a suggestion. We
have purposely set weekly activities from their teachers so that you can find your own routines and
do what works best for you and your families. If children complete these weekly learning tasks and
want more things to do – click on the further learning tab!
We are not asking you to replicate school but are providing children with activities for them to get
involved in, that build on what they have already been taught at school. So, don’t make up your
own worksheets or feel under any pressure to teach new ‘curriculum’ topics - you are not their
teachers, you are their parents or carers, many of you will be key workers, so please do not worry
about their academic progress, we will take care of all of that when we are back in school. This is a
unique situation and we are all adjusting!! There will be no weekly activities set for the Easter break
from Monday 6th April. It will re -start on Monday 20th April.
The most important thing of course, is your children’s wellbeing and mental health. Children may
very well be experiencing a whole range of emotions at the moment. Some may be frightened,
confused or scared. Some will need ‘cwtching’ up, some may need alone time! I have posted a pdf in
the Health Matters section of the website which may help, if you feel it is needed or appropriate to
explain the Coronavirus and help children to talk about their feelings. Click here.
I have also posted a link to Childline on the Home Learning tab which also gives
a wealth of advice and support. Click here.
I know you will all be adjusting to new routines. Whilst most of our communication about learning
involves children having to access electronic devices, try to limit screen time, try and find that mix! I
am trying to do the daily workout with Joe Wickes … believe me, it is a sight for sore eyes!! Take this
opportunity to do all those things as a family- play a board game, sing songs, do a workout, cook
some food together and let us know what you’re up to!! We can see you have all been busy, some
children out in the garden, keeping busy, making and building things!
A huge thank you to Mrs Harman for fielding the e
mails. I think we seem to have resolved most
technical problems to date. Please get in touch via e
mail if you need support with this.
Some of you may have seen the poem posted on
the next page on Social Media this week and I
thought I would add it to this letter. I have read it to
the children in a video message that I have posted
on the Assemblies section of the website this
morning!
If we can help in any way, please e mail us at school
on our main e mail address. Stay safe and well.
Kind regards,
Dean Taylor
Headteacher

